
 
 
Statement of Reasons 
 
 
Proposed Waiting/Loading/Stopping & Disabled Badge Holder Restrictions - Various Roads, 
Tetbury, Gloucestershire 
 
Proposals 
 The introduction of a No Waiting at Any Time restriction on the following roads in Tetbury:  
 
B4014 Hampton Street Lowfield Road Highfield Road Upton Gardens 
St Marys Road Grove Gardens Coronation Road Chavenage Lane 
Magdalen Road Priory Way A433 London Road Cutwell 
West Street Old Brewery Lane Cottons Lane The Green 
Cirencester Road Northfield Road A433 Bath Road Berrells Road 
Court Field Five Trees Close Silver Street Gumstool Hill 
Fox Hill    
 
 The introduction of a new section of daytime restriction and the replacing of a short length of 

existing daytime restriction with a limited waiting bay in The Ferns. 
 The introduction of a new daytime restriction; amending the times of the existing daytime restriction 

and removing sections of daytime restriction on St Marys Road. 
 The introduction of No Stopping on School Keep Clear markings in Magdalen Road and the removal 

of the existing advisory School Keep Clear markings on St Marys Road. 
 The introduction of new loading restrictions and the upgrading the existing Loading restriction on 

Long Street to No Loading at Any Time. 
 Amending the max stay times for the disabled badge holders only bay in the Market Place 
 Amending the length of the existing No Waiting at Any Time restrictions on Long Street & London 

Road to match what is existing on-street as an administrative exercise. 
 Amending the lengths of the existing limited waiting bays on Silver Street to match what is on-street 

as an administrative exercise. 
 The removal of waiting restrictions on Helena Court from the Order as an administrative exercise 

due to road not being publicly maintained highway (i.e. un-adopted). 
 
Reasons 
The County Council have been asked to review the parking in Tetbury by the Town Council who 
identified various parking issues and anomalies in the town.  These proposals are designed to address 
these issues and ensure that the County Council meets its obligations as local highway authority under 
Section 122 of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 – namely to secure the expeditious, convenient 
and safe movement of traffic (including pedestrians).  
 
The measures around junctions are primarily proposed to improve the navigability of these roads and 
to improve road safety generally for vehicles (including cyclists) and pedestrians. This will be achieved 
by preventing inappropriate parking close to junctions, or where it causes obstruction for passing 
vehicles (including emergency service vehicles), congestion and obscures visibility for pedestrians 
attempting to cross the various roads. The proposals would also supplement Rule 243 of the Highway 
Code (i.e., no parking within 10 metres of a junction). 
 
A short section of the existing daytime restriction in The Ferns would be removed to allow parking 
where it is safe to do so.  The current daytime restriction prevents people using the street as overflow 
parking for the Doctors Surgery.  It is therefore proposed to introduce a marked bay with waiting limited 
to 2 hours with no return within 2 hours instead, allowing parking in a safe location. 
 
The proposed changes for Magdalen Road and St Marys Road are to manage the parking around the 
primary school, particularly during school start and finish times.  The existing School Keep Clear 
markings on Magdalen Road are to be formalised in order to prevent stopping close to the school 



 
 
entrance Monday to Friday 8am-4pm. This should provide safer, unobstructed access to the school 
entrance for the entirety of the school day. The existing advisory restrictions in the layby outside the 
school will be replaced with a waiting restriction that will only allow waiting during the school start and 
finish times.  This will allow parents to use the layby to drop off & collect their children close to the 
school and without having to cross the road, block driveways or cause obstruction to passing traffic.  
Changes to the times of the existing daytime restrictions are proposed to control parking during the 
busiest times of the school day. 
 
A new loading restriction will be introduced on parts of Long Street to ensure that traffic is not 
hampered by large delivery vehicles during the busiest times of the day, whilst allowing businesses to 
receive goods during off-peak times. The times of the existing loading restrictions are proposed to be 
changed to No Loading at Any Time in one section to ensure loading is kept to one side of the road so 
that vehicles do not block the road at its narrowest point.  
 
The existing disabled parking bay in the Market Place will be amended to bring the maximum stay in 
line with the maximum stay for a disabled badge holder using the adjacent limited waiting bays. 
Currently the disabled bay has a shorter maximum stay of 1 hour than the 3 hours which a disabled 
badge holder can stay in a regular limited waiting bay. By amending this maximum stay it will make the 
maximum stay for a disabled badge holder consistent across all 3 bays in the Market Place. 
 
Finally, as a purely administrative exercise, the existing No Waiting at Any Time restriction in Helena 
Court need to be removed from the Order because it is a private road and not publicly maintainable 
highway.   This comes at the request of the land owner. 
 
Note:  There is currently an anomaly between the existing Order and the waiting restrictions as 
marked on-street on the southern side of Silver Street, the south-western side of Long Street and the 
north-western side of A433 London Road.  The proposed changes contained in this proposed Order 
relate to changes to the existing Order and therefore may not reflect the markings currently on-street. 
 
Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 
The powers the County Council are using for the implementation of the proposed scheme as above 
are encompassed in the following sections of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984: 
 

• Section 1 (a) for avoiding danger to persons or other traffic using the road or any other such 
road or for preventing the likelihood of any such danger arising. 

• Section 1 (c) for facilitating the passage on the road or any other road of any class of traffic 
(including pedestrians). 

• Section 1 (f) for preserving or improving the amenities of the area through which the road runs. 
 
In addition, thorough consideration was given to the factors set out in Section 122 of the Road Traffic 
Regulation Act 1984 in proposing this Traffic Order. 
 
Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2016 & Traffic Signs Manual 2019 
All of the associated signing & lining will be in accordance with Traffic Signs Regulations and General 
Directions 2016 and Traffic Signs Manual Chapters 3 & 5. 
 
Equality Act 2010 
Thorough consideration was given to the Equalities duty of the County Council under Section 149 of 
the Equality Act 2010. 
 
 


